SYNOPSIS. The changes in system (biomolecules plus solvent) volume that accompany most biochemical reactions are large enough to cause strong perturbations of the reactions by hydrostatic pressure. Therefore, below a certain depth, adaptations are required to reduce volume changes and, thereby, the effects of pressure on biochemical structures and functions. These adaptations play important roles in establishing the depth distribution patterns of aquatic species. The pressures at which perturbation becomes strong enough to favor selection for pressure-adapted proteins differ among classes of proteins. Dehydrogenase enzymes, e.g., lactate and malate dehydrogenases, are especially pressure-sensitive. Species occurring below approximately 500 m (corresponding to 51 atm pressure) have dehydrogenases with reduced pressure sensitivities relative to shallower-living species. Thus, selection for pressure-adapted proteins may characterize organisms found in over 80 percent of the biosphere, by volume. The reduced sensitivities to pressure of dehydrogenases from deep-living species are linked to reductions in the catalytic efficiencies (k ral values) of the enzymes, suggesting that adaptation to pressure exacts a price in enzymatic performance. For skeletal muscle actins, pressure adaptations of subunit assembly reactions are observed only in species living below 2,000-3,000 m. Reductions in volume changes may be achieved by controlling the changes in water structure, i.e., solvent volume, that accompany catalysis, ligand binding, and protein assembly. These reductions in solvent volume changes may be effected by reducing the reliance on hydrophobic effects and by closely regulating the shifts in exposure to solvent of water-structuring protein groups over the entire protein surface. Adaptation to pressure may involve amino acid substitutions throughout the protein, not only in the active sites.
INTRODUCTION
One of the major intellectual achievements of twentieth century biology has been the demonstration that all living systems strictly obey the laws of chemistry and physics. One of the most fundamental of these laws for biochemical processes states that the overall free energy change (AG) of a reaction is the algebraic sum of three terms, the enthalpy change (AH), the entropy change (AS) times temperature, and pressure (P) -volume (AV) work. That is, AG = AH -TAS + PAV (eq. 1). Despite the inviolability of this fundamental law of thermodynamics, in biochemical studies of terrestrial species the PAV term generally has been neglected, at least in the case of aqueous phase systems. Consequently, many of the basic treatments of protein structure and function, and, therefore, of protein evolution, imply that the important law given in eq. 1 can be truncated to eliminate the PAV term, without leading to significant inaccuracies in the resulting descriptions of the systems under investigation.
The primary objective of this article is to explain why the PAV term of eq. 1 must be kept in central focus when the biochemical systems of aquatic organisms are analyzed. Unlike terrestrial species, aquatic organisms must cope with the effects of all three determinants of free energy changes. To achieve this analysis, it first is necessary to understand the origins of volume changes, their magnitudes, and the effects they have on the rates and equilibrium positions of aqueous phase biochemical processes. This information will provide a quantitative measure of the stresses encountered by aquatic species as they move downwards in the water column, where pressure increases by approximately 1 atmosphere (atm) with each 10 m increase in depth. These data will reveal that the primary sources of pressure stress are, in * Data are from the reviews of Morild (1981) and Siebenaller and Somero (1989) . Original literature references are given in these reviews. AV and AVt values may be influenced by experimental conditions (species source of protein and the pH, ionic strength and temperature of measurement), so interpretation of the physiological significance of volume changes must be made with caution. fact, also the primary "raw material" available to evolutionary processes for reducing the sizes of volume changes.
Through comparing the responses to pressure of homologous proteins from terrestrial, shallow-water, and deep-living species we will reach the conclusion that protein evolution in over 80 percent of the biosphere, by volume, may follow rules that differ in important ways from the rules characterizing evolution on land.
SIZES AND SOURCES OF VOLUME CHANGES IN AQUEOUS BIOCHEMICAL SYSTEMS

Magnitudes and signs of volume changes in protein systems
Listed in Table 1 are the volume changes that accompany a variety of biochemical processes involving proteins. The assembly of multisubunit proteins, the folding and unfolding of protein tertiary structures, and the activities of enzymatic proteins all are associated with changes in system volume. The findings that volume changes may be either positive or negative in sign, and that they may differ in absolute values from a few ml mol~! to over 100 ml mol" 1 indicate -67 -89 > -9 9 * The effects of pressure were calculated according to eq. 2 in the text. K refers to either an equilibrium or a rate constant, and AV refers to the system volume change accompanying attainment of equilibrium or accompanying the rate-limiting step in the reaction, the activation volume (AV+.). that different biochemical systems will display sharply different responses to a change in pressure. Pressure is thus seen as a threat not only to overall metabolic rate, but also to the precise balance that must be maintained among the thousands of metabolic reactions occurring in the organism.
Processes that occur with a negative volume change will be facilitated by pressure, whereas processes accompanied by a positive volume change will be inhibited, according to eq. 2: K P = K^exp^PAV/ RT), which describes the effect of a change in system volume on the rate or equilibrium constant of the process (Johnson et ai, 1974) . K, is the rate or equilibrium constant at 1 atm; K P is the value of the constant at pressure P (in atm). When rate processes are involved, the volume change is referred to as the activation volume, and is symbolized as AV+\ To illustrate the magnitudes of pressure effects on equilibria and rates, the effects of positive volume changes of 25, 50, and 100 ml mol" 1 on processes under pressures of 1, 100, 500, and 1,000 atms are given in Table 2 . Recall that the average depth of the oceans is near 3,800 m, and the deepest trenches attain depths of over 10,000 m. The calculations presented in Table 2 show that, for a non-pressureadapted organism, pressure would be a significant stress through much of the marine water column and even in deep freshwater bodies like Lake Baikal (maximal depth of 1,400 m).
In sharp contrast to the large effects of volume changes on the biochemistry of aquatic species, the effects of pressure-volume work on the biochemical systems of terrestrial species are trivial, as shown by a simple calculation. At 1 atm, a 50 ml mol~' volume change contributes only 1.2 cal mol~' to the energy change of a reaction. This small energy change is dwarfed by the typical energy changes of biochemical reactions of several kcal mol"
1 . Thus, it is only in the aquatic realm where the PAV term of eq. 1 is likely to exert selectively important effects on aqueous phase biochemical reactions.
Sources of aqueous phase volume changes
The sources of volume changes in aqueous phase protein systems are twofold. First, there may be alterations in the intrinsic volumes of proteins as they alter their structures during function or subunit assembly. For example, imperfect packing at protein subunit contact sites may lead to void spaces, i.e., volume increases, during subunit assembly reactions (Weber and Drickamer, 1983) . Second, volume changes may arise from alterations in water structure that accompany biochemical processes. Volume changes in the solvent phase seem, in fact, to be the more important source of pressure perturbation (reviewed by Siebenaller and Somero, 1989) .
The sources of these changes in water structure and solvent volume during biochemical reactions are numerous. When a ligand (substrate, cofactor, or modulator) binds to a protein, some or all of the water surrounding the ligand and the water organized around the ligand binding site, must be displaced for binding to occur. Because water that is tightly organized around a ligand or a ligand binding site is denser than the bulk water of the surrounding solution (cf. Low and Somero, 1975a, b) , a binding event is likely to involve an increase in system volume. Similarly, if the water organized around the subunit contact sites of a multisubunit protein is dense relative to bulk solution water, then the assembly of multisubunit proteins is apt to be accompanied by an expansion of system volume due to a change in water structure. It is important to realize that charged, polar, and non-polar surfaces all may favor water organization. The non-polar (hydrophobic) subunit contact sites of many multisubunit proteins are surrounded by a cage of water molecules which have a denser organization than the surrounding bulk water. Therefore, when subunits assemble to form a multisubunit protein, the formation of the hydrophobic interactions at the subunit contact sites typically leads to an expansion in system volume due to the break-up of densely organized water which enters the less-organized bulk solution.
These diverse water structure effects, involving low-molecular-weight ligands and protein surface groups, are likely to be the primary sources of pressure disruption of biochemical systems. However, as discussed later, the strong effects of solventexposed groups of proteins on water volume also appear to provide an ample source of "raw material" for effecting adaptations to hydrostatic pressure.
ADAPTATIONS OF PROTEINS TO PRESSURE: DEHYDROGENASE ENZYMES
Cofactor binding
The binding of ligands to enzymes generally is associated with changes in protein conformation and in the hydration states of the ligands and the proteins. Consequently, ligand binding events generally are strongly affected by pressure, and appear to be a major focal point of adaptation to pressure (Siebenaller, 1984a (Siebenaller, , 1987 Siebenaller and Somero, 1989) .
Dehydrogenase enzymes offer a strong case in point. Dehydrogenases with complex "Rossmann Fold" nucleotide binding domains (Rossmann and Argos, 1978) , e.g., lactate dehydrogenase (LDH), malate dehydrogenase (MDH) and glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH), undergo large changes in conformation during ligand binding. For example, in the case of LDH, the binding of cofactor (NADH) triggers the collapse of the "loop" region of the molecule, which involves structural displacements of greater than 10 A (Abad-Zapatero et al., 1987) . Collapse of the loop region leads to formation of a conformationally correct active site for binding and catalysis. Following the con- Somero (1978, 1979) and Siebenaller (1983) . Lower left panel. Malate dehydrogenase-1 (MDH-1). In this panel, and in both right hand panels, the points refer to Sebastolobus alascanus [OJ and Sebastolobus altivelis [•] . Upper right panel. Malate dehydrogenase-2 (MDH-2). Lower right frame. Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH). The MDH and GAPDH data are from Siebenaller (1984o) .
version of substrate to product, the loop region reopens to its original conformation, and the reaction products are released. The substantial changes in enzyme conformation during the LDH reaction illustrate the validity of the general rule so well expressed by Beece et al. (1980) : "A protein is not like a solid house into which the visitor (the ligand) enters by opening doors without changing the structure. Rather, it is like a tent into which a cow strays." This inherent flexibility of proteins makes them sensitive to physical (e.g., pressure) and chemical perturbation, yet, as we see below, also equips them to deal with these perturbations evolutionary.
The effects of elevated hydrostatic pressure on ligand, e.g., cofactor (NADH or NAD), binding by LDH, MDH, and GAPDH are large, at least for enzymes from shallow-living animals ( Fig. 1 ). Pressures above 50-100 atm lead to sharp increases in the apparent Michaelis-Menten constant (K m ) of cofactor, which is reciprocally related to binding affinity, for dehydrogenases of shallow-living fishes. For example, the K m of NADH doubles between 1 and 68 atm for LDHs of shallowliving species, and continues to rise as pressure is increased to 476 atm, the highest pressure used in the reported studies (Siebenaller and Somero, 1978; Siebenaller, 1984a) . The sharp increases in K m of cofactor with pressure will lead to inhibition and disruption of dehydrogenase function (Siebenaller and Somero, 1989) . K m values must be conserved within a narrow range for enzymes to function properly under conditions of physiological substrate concentrations (Hochachka and Somero, 1984; Somero, 1987) . The strong conservation of K m of cofactor at physiological temperatures and pressures shown in Figure 1 is a manifestation of this requirement. The large increases in K m with increasing pressure found for the dehydrogenases of shallow-living species are not observed for the enzymes of deeper-living fishes, indicating that adaptation to pressure has occurred. The dehydrogenases of the deeper-living species either show no perturbation of K m of cofactor (e.g., MDH-1 and GAPDH), or only a small perturbation of K m over the initial 50-100 atm rise in pressure (e.g., LDH), followed by a wide range of pressure independence as pressure is increased further. The dehydrogenases of deep-living fishes are capable of effective cofactor binding at even the highest pressures they encounter in their habitats (depth ranges for the species are given in the legend to Fig. 1) .
The data presented in Figure 1 allow several conclusions to be reached about adaptation to high pressure, and its consequences. First, the enzymes of coldadapted, shallow-living fishes are not preadapted for life at high pressure. Thus, shallow-living species are restricted by their protein chemistry (as well as by many other factors, of course) from invading deeper regions of the water column. Pressure adaptations in proteins, then, appear to play important roles in establishing biogeographic patterns with depth. Second, the pressures at which perturbation of cofactor binding is severe enough to favor selection for pressure-adaptive changes in the proteins ("threshold adaptation pressures") are only about 50-100 atm. This conclusion is based on the comparisons between the two Sebastolobus species, Sebastolobus alascanus, which occurs at depths of approximately 180-440 m as an adult, and Sebastolobus altivelis, which occurs at depths of approximately 550-1,300 m as an adult (Siebenaller and Somero, 1978) . The interspecific differences noted between all four dehydrogenases of these two species indicate that, at least for these enzymes, satisfactory function at pressures above approximately 50 atm requires pressure-adaptive changes in the proteins. Because well over 80 percent of the volume of the biosphere occurs below this depth, organisms inhabiting most of the biosphere may contain pressureadapted enzymes whose properties differ strikingly from the homologous enzymes of terrestrial and shallow-living species.
A third conclusion derived from the data in Figure 1 is that convergent evolution characterizes the adaptation of enzyme function to depth. Deep-sea species representing six families of teleost fishes (additional data in Siebenaller, 1987; Siebenaller and Somero, 1989; and Somero and Schneidemann, in preparation) have LDHs which display similarly reduced sensitivity to pressure. Each of these species arose from a different shallow-living ancestor. It is not yet known, however, if convergence in function (e.g., pressure-insensitivity of cofactor binding) reflects convergence at the level of amino acid substitution.
Fourth, although pressure-adaptive changes in dehydrogenase enzymes may be necessary for life under high pressure, additional adaptations are needed to facilitate penetration of the deepest regions of the water column. This is shown by the finding that the adaptive changes that confer pressure resistance to the dehydrogenases of Sebastolobus altivelis would appear to allow these enzymes to work at much greater depths than those at which the fish occurs. The disparity between the pressure tolerance of the four dehydrogenase enzymes and the depth of occurrence of the species indicates that dehydrogenase adaptation, in and of itself, is not the sole factor establishing the maximal depths of occurrence of this species. Indeed, for other protein systems which have significantly higher thresholds for adaptively significant pressure perturbation, the homologous proteins of 5. altivelis appear not to be adapted to high pressure (Swezey and Somero, 1985; Gibbs and Somero, 1989 ; see below). * All k^, measurements were made at 5°C. The rate of the LDH reaction of the Antarctic fish Pagothenia borchgrevinki was assigned a value of 1.00, and the rates of the other species' reactions are given relative to this rate. See Somero and Siebenaller (1979) for a description of methods. Data from Somero and Siebenaller (1979) and Yancey and Siebenaller (1987) .
Pressure inhibition of catalysis
The enzymes of deep-and shallow-living fishes differ not only in their pressure sensitivities of cofactor binding, but also in other important ways. Another difference is seen in the effect of pressure on the maximal velocity (V max ) of the reaction, an effect which allows calculation of the apparent activation volume (AV:j:) of the reaction. For the LDH reactions of Sebastolobus alascanus and S. altivelis, apparent activation volumes of 12.8 ml mol" 1 and 8.1 ml mol~', respectively, were found . Inhibition of V max at 340 atm for the reactions of the two species reached 17 percent for the reaction of S. alascanus and 11 percent for the LDH of S. altivelis. These relatively small effects of pressure on V max belie the actual effects of pressure on the LDH reactions, however. Perturbation of NADH and pyruvate (Siebenaller and Somero, 1978) binding is not reflected in the V max data, and it is a loss of ability to bind cofactor and substrate that may lead to the major share of inhibition and regulatory perturbation of the LDH reaction.
Catalytic efficiency differences
Although the pressure sensitivities of enzymes from shallow-living animals may play important roles in restricting the depths to which these species occur, from the data shown in Figure 1 , it is not apparent that the upper distributions of pressure-adapted animals will be affected by the properties of their proteins. In terms of cofactor binding abilities, the dehydrogenases of deep-living fishes appear to function as well at low pressure as at high pressure. Thus, one can ask whether the biochemical adaptations that allow deepsea species to thrive under high pressure reduce in any way the abilities of these species to compete in shallow water with species that lack pressure-adapted proteins.
The selectively important functional properties of enzymes include more than ligand binding abilities, of course, and when additional properties are examined, one cost of acquiring insensitivity to pressure becomes clear. For LDHs there appears to have been a trade-off between adaptation to pressure and catalytic efficiency Yancey and Siebenaller, 1987; Siebenaller, 1987;  Table 3 ). The LDHs of all deep-living fishes so studied have lower catalytic efficiencies, as measured by k cat values, than the LDHs of shallow-living, cold-adapted species. The enzymes of the deep-living fishes, which typically function at temperatures of 1-4°C, have k cat values similar to those of enzymes from mammals. The LDHs of deep-living fishes, therefore, deviate from the trend, noted in comparisons of several classes of enzymes from warm-and cold-adapted species, that k cat values are inversely related to the species' adaptation temperatures (Hochachka and Somero, 1984 ). An evolutionary relationship established largely with data from terrestrial and shallow-living animals clearly is violated by deep-living organisms.
The lower k^, values of the LDHs of deep-living fishes would render these enzymes poorly competitive, on a per enzyme molecule basis, with those of shallow-living species at shallow depths. For example, assuming similar concentrations of LDH in the muscle of 5. altivelis and S. alascanus (Siebenaller and Somero, 1982) , the rate of lactate formation in the former species would be only about two-thirds as great as in S. alascanus, under otherwise identical conditions in shallow water. To the extent that the capacity to produce lactate during vigorous exercise is critical to these fishes, 5. alascanus could out compete its congener in shallow water, much as the deeper-living congener would out compete 5. alascanus at depths over 500 m, where the reduced sensitivity to pressure of the substrate and cofactor binding abilities of the enzymes of the deeper-living species would confer advantage .
Molecular mechanisms
To date there have been no studies completed of the primary structures of homologous enzymes from shallow-and deep-living animals. Therefore, the amino acid substitutions that lead to reduced pressure sensitivity cannot be stated with certainty. In the case of LDH, however, Siebenaller (19846) has shown by peptide mapping and partial sequencing that an amino acid substitution likely to be of importance in establishing sensitivity to pressure distinguishes the LDHs of Sebastolobus altivelis and 5. alascanus. At position 115 in the primary structure, which lies within an alpha helical region comprising part of the loop structure (Abad-Zapatero et al., 1987) , the LDH of 5. altivelis has an asparagyl residue, while that of 5. alascanus has a histidyl residue.
The adaptive significance of this substitution is suggested by two lines of evidence. First, as shown by detailed structural studies, the amino acid residue occupying site 115 undergoes a large displacement during loop movements (Abad-Zapatero et al., 1987) . If this displacement is associated with a change in exposure of residue 115 to solvent, then a change in water structure (and volume) could result if, in fact, the residue has an appreciable effect on water structure.
A second line of evidence that the asparagine to histidine substitution may account at least in part for the difference in pressure sensitivities of the LDHs of the Sebastolobus species is the difference in the pH responses of the enzymes (Siebenaller, 1983) . At pH values near 7, where the imidazole sidechain of histidine bears a positive charge, the two enzymes differ in pressure sensitivity, as shown in Figure 1 . Swezey and Somero (1982) . b The volume change of self-assembly is extrapolated to 1 atm for all species. The entropy change is expressed in entropy units (e.u.). n.d. means not determined. Data from Somero(1982, 1985) .
However, when the pH of the experimental medium is raised to 8.0-9.0, the LDH of S. alascanus exhibits the same, low sensitivity of NADH binding to pressure observed for the LDH of S. altivelis.
A model to explain these data is presented in Figure 2 . The model portrays the withdrawal from substantial contact with solvent during ligand binding of the part of the loop region containing residue 115. Water hydrating residue 115 is shed into the bulk solvent, with an increase in system volume. Charged residues are strongly hydrated, and it would be expected that withdrawal of a charged residue would lead to a larger change in system volume than withdrawal of an uncharged residue (see Low and Somero, 1975^, b) .
It follows that the substitution of an uncharged asparagine for histidine at site 115 would reduce this source of volume expansion for the LDH reaction. Likewise, eliminating the charge on the histidine's imidazole ring by raising pH would be predicted to accomplish a reduction in pressure sensitivity.
Whether or not this model is an accurate portrayal of the structure-volume relationships that pertain for the LDHs of the two Sebastolobus congeners will only be known when the primary sequences and threedimensional structures of the LDHs are determined. However, the model does raise two general issues in the context of adaptation to pressure. First, changes in protein hydration anywhere on the protein surface may contribute to the sensitivity to pressure of a protein-based process like ligand binding. Secondly, and following from this point, adaptations to pressure can be effected through amino acid substitutions that influence surface hydration changes.
ADAPTATIONS OF PROTEINS TO PRESSURE: STRUCTURAL STABILITY
Actin subunit assembly
A major threat of high pressures to the integrity of biochemical systems comes from the disruption of multisubunit (multimeric) proteins. Most enzymatic and structural proteins are multimeric, i.e., they consist of two or more subunits. Studies of multimeric proteins from organisms adapted to 1 atm, including several enzymes, and the structural proteins tubulin, actin, and myosin (Table 1 ; reviewed in Siebenaller and Somero, 1989) have shown that disassembly of the multimer occurs at typical deep-sea pressures. That is, volume increases typically accompany the joining of subunits to form the functional multimer.
A comparison of skeletal muscle actins from terrestrial, shallow water, and deepsea animals showed that the volume change accompanying actin self-assembly is not a fixed property of the actin assembly reaction Somero, 1982, 1985; Table 4 ). In the deepest-living fish studied, Coryphaenoides armatus, the volume change that accompanied actin self-assembly was greatly reduced compared to those characteristic of actins of terrestrial and shallowliving organisms. The threshold pressure at which adaptation in actin self-assembly first appears is higher than noted for Rossmann-fold dehydrogenases, and lies in the range of 200-300 atm, as judged from the interspecific differences noted between congeneric rattail fishes. Actin assembly of the shallower-living rattail Coryphaenoides acrolepis (maximal depth of occurrence near 3,000 m) resembles that of cold-adapted surface-living fishes, while that of the deeper-occurring Coryphaenoides armatus (maximal depth of occurrence in excess of 5,000 m) is pressure-adapted.
Although the structures of the subunit interaction sites on actins are not knownthe actin molecule has yet to receive high resolution three-dimensional analysis-the thermodynamic data given in Table 4 are suggestive of the types of amino acid substitutions that might account for the pressure-adaptive differences noted. Observe that AH, AS and AV covary among actin assembly reactions, even though the AG of assembly is quite similar among species (Swezey and Somero, 1982) . The assembly of structures that depend strongly on hydrophobic interactions is marked by positive values of AH, AS, and AV, which reflect the enthalpy-driven removal ("melting") of dense, highly organized cages of water from around the non-polar groups, with a concomitant increase in the entropy and volume of the solution. The large TAS term is what "pays" for the assembly process. Thus, the magnitudes of the changes in enthalpy, entropy, and volume which accompany an assembly reaction should tend to reflect the importance of hydrophobic interactions in driving the process.
In the actin assembly reaction of C. armatus, the AG of the assembly reaction is similar to those found for actins of other species, but the AH, AS, and AV values are much smaller. One explanation for the low AH, AS, and AV values for the actin assembly reaction of C. armatus is a reduced reliance on hydrophobic interactions in stabilizing filamentous actin. What, however, might stabilize the assembly of actins of deep-living species? We have hypothesized that during self-assembly of pressureadapted actins, one or more charged or polar groups increase their exposure to the solvent (Swezey and Somero, 1985) . This exposure (and hydration) process will occur with negative changes in free energy, enthalpy, entropy, and volume. Because actin assembly entails conformational changes in the subunits (Brenner and Korn, 1981) , such a mechanism for modifying energy and volume changes seems possible. Figure 3 portrays the above mechanism. In this model, a reduction in the hydrophobicity of subunit contact surfaces in the pressure-adapted actin leads to the removal and expansion of less water than in the case of the non-pressure-adapted actin. In addition, the conformational change that accompanies subunit assembly is shown to lead to the exposure of a water-structuring group in the pressure-adapted actin. Exposure and hydration of this group shrinks the system volume. In fact, the exposure and hydration of this group also can be viewed as a mechanism for "titrating" the volume expansion that results from hydrophobic interactions at the subunit contact sites. As in the case of the model for LDH function (Fig. 2) , the involvement of protein-surface-induced changes in water structure is the key to the adaptive process. And, while both models are hypothetical, they appear to be testable using modern methods for protein sequencing and threedimensional structural determination.
Actin subunit stability
The stability of the monomeric form of actin, globular (G) actin, also differs between deep-sea and shallow or terrestrial animals (Swezey and Somero, 1982 ; Table  3 ). The rate of heat denaturation of G-actins from deep-living fishes was lower than that of avian or mammalian actins and actins from cold-adapted ectotherms. These findings indicate that high pressure, as well as high temperature, may favor selection for thermally-stable proteins. The proteins of deep-sea species are unique in that, while the species are highly adapted to cold temperatures (1-4°C), their proteins may have extremely high resistance to heat denaturation. This heat stability is not, per se, adaptive, of course, but rather may be a concomitant of selection for rigid, pressure-resistant structures.
Stability of LDH structure
Adaptive differences in the pressure stability of protein structure also have been shown for LDHs from fishes occurring at different depths Siebenaller, 1985, 1987) . The LDHs of deep-living fishes were found to be more resistant to denaturation by high pressures than those of shallow-living species. Distinct differences again were found among confamilial In the upper two drawings, two G-actin subunits from a terrestrial species assembly to form part of an actin filament. This interaction is proposed to be stabilized largely by hydrophobic interactions at the subunit contact sites. Water ("V" symbols) forming cages around the non-polar subunit contact sites is shed into the bulk water, with an increase in solvent volume, during self-assembly. In the lower two drawings, hypothetical pressure-adapted actin self-assembles. The hydrophobicity of the subunit contact sites is reduced, and less water is displaced into the bulk water. During self-assembly, the actin subunits undergo a conformational change leading to increased exposure to solvent of a charged (or polar) group. Water will organize densely around this group, favoring a reduction in system volume and in the free energy of the system (hydration of the charged or polar group occurs with a negative AV and AG).
and congeneric fishes with different depths of distribution, showing that the stability differences are not a characteristic of a particular group of fishes, but instead are specific adaptations to the pressures each species encounters.
ARE THERE LIMITATIONS TO ADAPTATION VIA REDUCTIONS IN VOLUME?
Even though there appears to be substantial "raw material" available for reducing the sizes of the changes in system volume that accompany biochemical reactions, there are reasons to predict that pressure adaptation cannot be "perfect," in the sense that volume changes can be reduced to values near zero for all processes. One constraint on modifying the sizes of volume changes arises from eq. 1. Shifts in exposure to solvent of water density modifying protein side chains will involve changes in free energy as well as volume. To the extent that free energy changes must be rigorously conserved in a given process, there may be constraints imposed on pressureadaptive adjustments in the AV term of eq. 1.
A second constraint on V adaptations appears to occur in lipoprotein systems, e.g., membrane-spanning ion transport enzymes. ATP-dependent ion translocation through the membrane by these enzymes may entail a change in membrane lipid organization, as the protein moiety alters its conformation. These changes in lipid organization may involve a localized expansion of the bilayer. Indeed, the Na + + K + -ATPase of eukaryotic cells exhibits a sharp response to pressure that is thought to reflect re-organization of lipid structure during ion transport (Chong et al., 1985) . If these changes in lipid organization are an obligatory component of ion transport, then there may be limitations in the degree to which pressure adaptation can occur.
Comparisons of the effects of hydrostatic pressure on the maximal velocities of Na + + K + -ATPases from gills of marine fishes adapted to different pressures addressed this issue (Gibbs and Somero, 1989) . All homologues of the enzyme were inhibited by elevated pressures, and the effect of pressure increased with rising pressure. That is, AV^: was positive and increased with pressure. However, at physiological pressures, all of the Na + + K + -ATPases studied displayed similar AV^ values, approximately 30-60 ml mol~'. This strong conservation of AV$ was interpreted as a reflection of the conservation of a particular type of membrane re-organization during ion transport in all species. This membrane re-organization with its concomitant change in system volume may be an obligatory event in ion transport, and may limit the evolution of reduced activation volumes in the Na + + K + -ATPases of deep-living organisms.
CONCLUSIONS: AQUATIC DEVIATIONS FROM THE TERRESTRIAL PARADIGM BENEFITS AND COSTS
PAV constraints on aquatic life
A major distinction between terrestrial and aquatic organisms is the importance of the PAV term in the equation AG = AH -TAS + PAV. Aquatic species living below a certain depth must pay heed to the PAV term, unlike their terrestrial, or shallowwater, relatives. At what depth does the PAV term begin to play a major selective role in the evolution of aquatic species? In the case of gas-filled spaces, which have not been considered in this discussion, pressure effects may be important at all depths. For aqueous phase systems, i.e., for virtually all metabolic reactions, the best answer now available to the question about threshold pressures is that pressures as low as approximately 50 atm are sufficient to generate selectively important stresses on protein function. However, because less than a half-dozen enzymatic and structural proteins-out of a total of several thousand cellular proteins!-have been compared in shallow-and deep-living organisms, there is clearly no strong inductive base for generalizations about minimal threshold pressures. It may turn out that some proteins exhibit pressure adaptation thresholds much less than 50 atm. Should this be discovered, one then could state that virtually all of the aquatic realm and, therefore, virtually all of the biosphereby volume-is characterized by the need to regulate the volume changes accompanying biochemical processes.
Adaptations of biochemical systems to pressure are an excellent illustration of the types of compromises that characterize evolution. For example, the acquisition of pressure-resistant binding abilities and structures appears to require a loss of enzymatic catalytic efficiency. The trade-off appears to involve gaining the ability to tolerate a new type of habitat at the expense of rate of biochemical function in that habitat.
Biochemical advantages of being terrestrial
What does freedom from the constraints of PAV work mean for terrestrial species? As just indicated, if adaptation to elevated pressure requires some loss of biochemical efficiency, then terrestrial species have at least one advantage not available to organisms living in the greater part of the aquatic realm. Studies of homologous enzymes from warm-and cold-adapted species of terrestrial and shallow-water habitats led to the generalization that, under identical experimental conditions, the enzyme from a cold-adapted organism was a far more rapidly working catalyst (as measured by k cat values) than the homologous enzyme from a warm-adapted species. The failure of the enzymes from cold-adapted, deepliving species to follow this rule emphasizes one advantage of life in the terrestrial realm: cold adaptation is not reduced or precluded by the constraints of pressure adaptation.
A second hypothesized advantage of terrestrial biochemistry relates to the freedom of using processes which are highly beneficial, yet which occur with large volume changes. For example, hydrophobic interactions can be used in terrestrial systems without any problems arising from pressure-induced instabilities. Hydrophobic effects are of widespread importance in stabilizing all levels of protein structure, and the increased stability of these inter-actions as temperature is raised up to approximately 50-60°C (Brandts, 1969) , makes them especially important in stabilizing protein structures in more warmadapted organisms.
In summary, the principles developed by biochemists and physiologists from their work with terrestrial, i.e., 1 atm-adapted organisms, give an incomplete picture of the stresses faced by, and adaptive strategies used by, many, and perhaps most, aquatic organisms. Only by comparing and contrasting the biochemistries of terrestrial and aquatic organisms will it be possible to obtain a comprehensive and accurate account of the full set of rules characterizing biochemical evolution in all regions of the biosphere.
